Abstract: Visualization products computed from a raster elevation model still form the basis of most archaeological and geomorphological enquiries of lidar data. We believe there is a need to improve the existing visualizations and create meaningful image combinations that preserve positive characteristics of individual techniques. In this paper, we list the criteria a good visualization should meet, present five different blend modes (normal, screen, multiply, overlay, luminosity), which combine various images into one, discuss their characteristics, and examine how they can be used to improve the visibility (recognition) of small topographical features. Blending different relief visualization techniques allows for a simultaneous display of distinct topographical features in a single (enhanced) image. We provide a "recipe" and a tool for a mix of visualization techniques and blend modes, including all the settings, to compute a visualization for archaeological topography that meets all of the criteria of a good visualization.
Introduction
Many advanced visualization techniques for presenting high-resolution elevation data, such as airborne laser scanning (ALS)-derived elevation models, have been developed specifically for archaeological purposes or have been adapted from other scientific fields. Their usefulness for detection and interpretation of a variety of topographic forms has been demonstrated in several scientific papers and day-to-day practices, though the choices of visualizations are largely based on intuitive personal preferences.
Currently there is a lack of explicit workflows, conventions, and frameworks for visualizing remote sensing data for archaeological exploration. Some scientific fields have already experienced this requirement for optimization, transparency, and reproducibility of visualization methods. Medical diagnostics, for example, has been facing difficulties of integrating spatial information obtained from imaging data for many years, which finally led to the development of standardizations [1, 2] . Hence, it makes sense to strive for unification of visualization methods also in archaeology and cultural heritage management, as well as other disciplines (e.g., geomorphology, geology, natural resource management, glaciology) that use visualized airborne laser scanning data. The need for common practice is becoming more pressing with increasing availability of national lidar datasets and resulting large-scale (national) mapping projects, where there is a need for homogeneous, reliable, and comparable results from multiple interpreters. This also raises the issue of effective training which benefits from clear objectives and standards, competent instructors, and supported by appropriate data, visualizations often suffer from a lack of rigor and explicitness in choices of visualization method, with little consideration of theoretical grounding, thorough review, or systematic testing on-screen and in the field. Indeed, there is a tendency to default to using 'as many techniques as possible', which is a difficulty as this is resource intensive and the cost/benefits for information return are not quantified. These issues are exacerbated by the proliferation of available methods, a sample of which is described in Section 2.2.
In this paper, we show that while different visualizations determine each information layer, image fusion with blend modes may maximize combined information. We also argue that different blend modes enhance the visibility (recognition) of small topographical features on the final combined visualization. We describe a method that uses blend mode techniques for combining visualizations into a single, enhanced image-a visualization for archaeological topography ( Figure  1 )-that preserves the positive characteristics of input images, while keeping information loss at a minimum. This is in line with the arguments of Borland and Russell [3] , who reason that if the aim of a visualization is to effectively convey information to viewers, then we should also aim to ensure visualizations intended for scientific use are accurate, unbiased, and comparable.
The authors recognize the importance of exploration in research and are not arguing against the need to 'see more than one image'-on the contrary, we support that premise but believe that the properties and utility of visualizations for tasks at hand should be properly understood. In support of this, we discuss the properties of a good visualization and propose a theoretical and practical framework for how such properties could be achieved. However, in setting out our proposed visualization for archaeological topography, we put it forward as a contribution to developing efficient and comparable outputs from archaeological mapping from ALS derivatives. Indeed, we do not believe that it should become the 'go to' choice before it has been more thoroughly discussed and compared with other similar 'hybrid' visualizations. The framework, however, provides a starting point for discussion. We believe that archaeological and historical management practices will benefit from a best-practice workflow that will ensure at least basic comparison of mapping results across different research groups, between regions, and internationally. This requires a set of guidelines on what works and what does not, and for conventions for visualizations that do not simply reflect 'local' personal or institutional preferences. A schematic workflow illustrating the steps, variables, and their settings in producing the visualization for archaeological topography. Either hillshading or an RGB composite of hillshadings from three directions can be used as a base layer. Figure 6 illustrates the results of the blending steps.
The paper first provides some background on why we have decided to use simple twodimensional (2D) terrain representations, i.e., raster elevation models (Section 2.1). This is followed by information on how recognition of small-scale features can be enhanced with various visualization methods (Section 2.2), which provides the background to explaining why blend modes to combine information from different visualizations are useful (Section 2.3). In Section 3.1, we describe our case study areas, ALS data, and their processing procedures. We proceed with the description of visualization methods (Section 3.2) and blend modes (Section 3.3). The effects of blend modes on ALS Figure 1 . A schematic workflow illustrating the steps, variables, and their settings in producing the visualization for archaeological topography. Either hillshading or an RGB composite of hillshadings from three directions can be used as a base layer. Figure 6 illustrates the results of the blending steps.
The paper first provides some background on why we have decided to use simple two-dimensional (2D) terrain representations, i.e., raster elevation models (Section 2.1). This is followed by information on how recognition of small-scale features can be enhanced with various visualization methods (Section 2.2), which provides the background to explaining why blend modes to combine information from different visualizations are useful (Section 2.3). In Section 3.1, we describe our Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 747 3 of 26 case study areas, ALS data, and their processing procedures. We proceed with the description of visualization methods (Section 3.2) and blend modes (Section 3.3). The effects of blend modes on ALS data visualizations are described in Section 4.1 and this knowledge is then used to construct the visualization for archaeological topography, explained in Section 4.2. We discuss the results in Section 5 and provide conclusions in Section 6.
Background

The Logic Behind Using Two-Dimensional Terrain Representations
It is beyond the scope of this paper to deeply explore the benefits and drawbacks of mapping in a two-or three-dimensional environment. We chose to focus on 2D terrain representations (i.e., raster elevation models), because the products computed from a raster elevation model, especially various visualizations, still form the basis of most archaeological and geomorphological inquires of lidar data-even if they are later displayed in a seemingly 3D environment. Potree [4] and similar viewers now enable fast and reliable display of a lidar point cloud and the properties of single points, including, for example, RGB colors rendered from a photo camera, in a seemingly 3D environment. However, it is still beyond the average practitioner to successfully investigate or map from a large lidar dataset in 3D.
The preference for either 3D or 2D is neither obvious nor definite, but depends on the dataset, task, and context [5] [6] [7] . 3D visualization comes with increased complexity, where one of the most obvious issues is occlusion [5, 8, 9] ; some parts of terrain (or structures) make it difficult to view others that are partially or completely hidden behind them. If the image is static rather than interactive, which does not make it possible to rotate the view point, the occluded data is effectively lost [8] . Even if people can move their viewpoint, there are issues of projection and perceptual ambiguity. Additionally, pseudocoloring in a 3D environment and simultaneous use of shading can interfere with each other [9, 10] , making visualizations harder to read or, worse, cause incorrect data analysis [8] . While 2D visualizations are simpler in certain regards, their main advantage is that they allow all the data to be seen at once. Numerous studies have confirmed that 2D visualizations are more comprehensible, accurate, and efficient to interpret than 3D representations for tasks involving spatial memory, spatial identification, and precision [5, 11, 12] . For these reasons, while we recognize the desirability of working in 3D environments, we believe that routine practice will remain heavily dependent on 2D representations for some time yet.
Enhancing Visibility of Small-Scale Features With Visualizations
Logical and arithmetical operations, classification, visibility analysis, overlaying procedures, and moving window operations can be used to enhance the edges of features or otherwise improve their recognition. Multiple studies compare the various visualization techniques (see e.g., References [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ), including the visualization guidelines by Kokalj and Hesse [18] . Some techniques are simple to compute, e.g., analytical hillshading and slope gradient, while others are more complex, e.g., sky-view factor [13] , local relief model [19] , red relief image map [20] , multidirectional visibility index [21] , or multiscale integral invariants [22] . While the first set of techniques focus on small-scale topographical forms, the latter consider topographic change of varying size and express it in a single image, similar to multiscale relief model [23] . An interesting approach uses a combination of a normalized digital surface model (nDSM) or a canopy height model (CHM) and shaded relief or a grayscale orthophoto image that help evaluate the immediate environment of archaeological features, especially when covered by forest. An approach that is especially effective in visualizing hydrological networks was proposed by Kennelly [24] who combined relief hillshading and curvature. In addition, a number of image processing local filters can be applied to the elevation model in order to detect high frequency variation (e.g., Laplacian, Sobel's, Robert's filters, unsharpen mask). The simplest is the Laplacian filter, specifically designed for local edge detection, i.e., emphasizing sharp anomalies [15] . Because edge detection filters emphasize noise, they are often applied to images that have been first smoothed to a limited extent-e.g., Laplacian-of-Gaussian. Because so many methods exist, there are even studies that propose techniques to analytically assess the efficacy of various visualizations [25] . Among the dozens of techniques that can be applied to visually represent terrain characteristics, not all are easily interpretable, some introduce artifacts or give very different results in different areas. Some are intended to improve detection rates of new features and therefore visually exaggerate the small differences, while others strive for comparability between different areas and therefore for uniform representation of features with similar characteristics. We have to consider that the basic concepts of visualizations, their characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages must be understood by the user to successfully apply them. This is especially important because many processing methods are increasingly available as free tools or collections of tools [26, 27] and a great variety of image manipulation functionality is likely to confuse or overwhelm the untrained or uncritical user. We believe there is a need to enhance the existing 2D visualizations and create meaningful image combinations that preserve relevant (positive) characteristics of individual techniques. Bennett et al. [14] have found that among the techniques they reviewed, no single one recorded more than 77% of features, whereas interpretation from a group of any three visualizations recorded more than 90%. Similarly, studies from various research fields showed images or visualizations are often easier to interpret if different visualizations of the same study subject are fused or layered one over another [28, 29] , combining their information.
Combining Information From Different Visualizations with Blend Modes
Image fusion is a process of combining information from multiple images into a single composite image [30] . Verhoeven et al. [31] report on the various pixel-based image fusion approaches, e.g., blend modes (methods), pan-sharpening, distribution fitting, and others, that are implemented in the Toolbox for Archaeological Image Fusion (TAIFU). Filzwieser et al. [32] describe their use for integrating images from various geophysical datasets for archaeological interpretation and especially for targeted examination of buried features. They report that interpretation of combined (fused) geophysical imagery enables more explicit observation of the extent of archaeological remains and is more revealing than any of the individual input datasets.
Blend modes are relatively simple to comprehend and implement, do not require a multitude of adjustable parameters, and may be efficient and reliable. They are, therefore, used to enhance images for visual interpretation in a variety of scientific applications, in archaeology [31] [32] [33] , cartography [34] , medicine [35] , and mineralogy [36] , where blending enhances images with subtle colors or increases the edge contrast, and thus improves visual interpretability. Extensive research has been done on fusion of medical images from different data sources-such as computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Image fusion algorithms used in medical imaging closely resemble the blending functionality available in image editing software (e.g., simple fusion algorithm with maximum method [37] is equivalent to the lighten blend mode in Photoshop software [38] ). In medicine, fusion of images of different modalities has been thoroughly tested and shown to improve interpretability of results, reliability of localization (e.g., of tumor sites), and overall diagnostic accuracy [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
Encouraged by these examples, we combine multiple elevation model visualizations of a historic landscape in order to improve visibility of diverse topographical forms and enhance the interpretability of ALS data.
Data and Methods
Study Areas, Data, and Data Processing
We present three distinct study areas. The main one is the area of Chactún, one of the largest Maya urban centers known so far in the central lowlands of the Yucatan peninsula (Figures 2 and 3) . The area is characterized by low hills with constructions and surrounding seasonal wetlands (bajos). Two additional areas, selected to demonstrate very flat and very steep terrain, are, respectively, Veluwe in the central Netherlands (Figure 4 ) and the Julian Alps in Slovenia ( Figure 5 ). Figure 8 shows additional examples, illustrating various historical anthropogenic terrain modifications and natural landscape features on diverse terrain types.
Chactún is located in the northern sector of the depopulated Calakmul Biosphere Reserve in Campeche, Mexico, and is completely covered by tropical semi-deciduous forest. Its urban core, composed of three concentrations of monumental architecture, was discovered in 2013 by prof. Šprajc and his team [47] . It has a number of plazas surrounded by temple pyramids, massive palace-like buildings, and two ball-courts. A large rectangular water reservoir lies immediately to the west of the main groups of structures. Ceramics collected from the ground surface, the architectural characteristics, and dated monuments, indicate that the center started to thrive in the Preclassic period, reaching its climax during the Late Classic (c. A.D. 600-1000), and had an important role in the regional political hierarchy [47, 48] . Chactún is located in the northern sector of the depopulated Calakmul Biosphere Reserve in Campeche, Mexico, and is completely covered by tropical semi-deciduous forest. Its urban core, composed of three concentrations of monumental architecture, was discovered in 2013 by prof. Šprajc and his team [47] . It has a number of plazas surrounded by temple pyramids, massive palace-like buildings, and two ball-courts. A large rectangular water reservoir lies immediately to the west of the main groups of structures. Ceramics collected from the ground surface, the architectural characteristics, and dated monuments, indicate that the center started to thrive in the Preclassic period, reaching its climax during the Late Classic (c. A.D. 600-1000), and had an important role in the regional political hierarchy [47, 48] . (CONABIO 1995 (CONABIO -1996 and (b) a visualization for archaeological topography. As well as a number of plazas surrounded by temple pyramids, massive palace-like buildings, and two ball-courts, also visible on (b) are quarries, water reservoirs, and sacbeob (raised paved roads). The area is entirely covered by forest, the exploitation of which ceased when the Biosphere Reserve was declared in 1989. (CONABIO 1995 (CONABIO -1996 and (b) a visualization for archaeological topography. As well as a number of plazas surrounded by temple pyramids, massive palace-like buildings, and two ball-courts, also visible on (b) are quarries, water reservoirs, and sacbeob (raised paved roads). The area is entirely covered by forest, the exploitation of which ceased when the Biosphere Reserve was declared in 1989. Airborne laser scanning data of an area covering 230 km 2 around Chactún was collected at the end (peak) of the dry season in May 2016. Mission planning, data acquisition, and data processing were done with clear archaeological purposes in mind. NCALM was commissioned for data acquisition and initial data processing (conversion from full-waveform to point cloud data; ground classification) [49, 50] , while the final processing (additional ground classification; visualization) was done by ZRC SAZU. The density of the final point cloud and the quality of derived elevation model proved excellent for detection and interpretation of archaeological features (Table S1 ) with very few processing artifacts discovered. Ground points were classified in Terrascan software and algorithm settings were optimized to remove only the vegetation cover but leave remains of past human activities as intact as possible (Table S2 ). Ground points, therefore, also include remains of buildings, walls, terracing, mounds, chultuns (cisterns), sacbeob (raised paved roads), and drainage channels. The average density of ground returns from a combined dataset comprising information from all flights and all three channels is 14.7 pts/m 2 -enough to provide a high-quality digital elevation model (DEM) with a 0.5 m spatial resolution. The rare areas with no ground returns include aguadas (artificial rainwater reservoirs) with water.
The second, much briefer, case study is of Veluwe in the Netherlands, an area that consists of ice-pushed sandy ridges formed in the Saale glacial period (circa 350,000 to 130,000 years ago), and subsequently blanketed with coversand deposits during the Weichselian glacial period (circa 115,000 to 10,000 years ago; [51] ). We used the Dutch national lidar dataset (Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland -AHN2), acquired in 2010 (Table S3 ) [52] of a flat terrain Section that contains a part of a large Celtic field system, preserved under forest in a relatively good condition, despite being crisscrossed by numerous tracks and marked by heather clearances (Figure 4 ) [53, 54] . Airborne laser scanning data of an area covering 230 km 2 around Chactún was collected at the end (peak) of the dry season in May 2016. Mission planning, data acquisition, and data processing were done with clear archaeological purposes in mind. NCALM was commissioned for data acquisition and initial data processing (conversion from full-waveform to point cloud data; ground classification) [49, 50] , while the final processing (additional ground classification; visualization) was done by ZRC SAZU. The density of the final point cloud and the quality of derived elevation model proved excellent for detection and interpretation of archaeological features (Table S1 ) with very few processing artifacts discovered. Ground points were classified in Terrascan software and algorithm settings were optimized to remove only the vegetation cover but leave remains of past human activities as intact as possible (Table S2 ). Ground points, therefore, also include remains of buildings, walls, terracing, mounds, chultuns (cisterns), sacbeob (raised paved roads), and drainage channels. The average density of ground returns from a combined dataset comprising information from all flights and all three channels is 14.7 pts/m 2 -enough to provide a high-quality digital elevation model (DEM) with a 0.5 m spatial resolution. The rare areas with no ground returns include aguadas (artificial rainwater reservoirs) with water.
The second, much briefer, case study is of Veluwe in the Netherlands, an area that consists of ice-pushed sandy ridges formed in the Saale glacial period (circa 350,000 to 130,000 years ago), and subsequently blanketed with coversand deposits during the Weichselian glacial period (circa 115,000 to 10,000 years ago; [51] ). We used the Dutch national lidar dataset (Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland -AHN2), acquired in 2010 (Table S3 ) [52] of a flat terrain Section that contains a part of a large Celtic field system, preserved under forest in a relatively good condition, despite being crisscrossed by numerous tracks and marked by heather clearances (Figure 4 ) [53, 54] . The third case study, also briefly presented, is in the Julian Alps, the biggest and highest Alpine mountain chain in Slovenia, rising to 2864 m at Mount Triglav. The ridge between the mountains of Planja (1964 m) and Bavški Grintavec (2333 m) are a testament to the powerful tectonic processes in the Cenozoic that have shifted the limestone strata almost vertically. These now lie almost 2 km above the valley floor and the underlying rock is still not exposed [55] . The location nearby Vrh Brda (1952 m) is known as Ribežni ('slicers') because of the exposed strata, which are beautifully shown on the visualization for archaeological topography despite the very steep and rugged terrain (Figure 5b ). The Slovenian national ALS data has the lowest resolution in the mountains [56] (Table S4) .
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Because visual interpretation is based on contrast, the latter is very often enhanced by histogram manipulation and scale exaggeration, or otherwise artificially introduced; a good example is the well- 
Because visual interpretation is based on contrast, the latter is very often enhanced by histogram manipulation and scale exaggeration, or otherwise artificially introduced; a good example is the well-known analytical shading. Consequently, the extent and shape of features being recorded can be, and usually is, altered. It is therefore necessary to know how different visualization techniques work and how to use them to best advantage according to the characteristics of data, the general morphology of the terrain, and the scale and preservation (i.e., surface expression) of features in question. When Producing a universal solution that incorporates these criteria is difficult and has not been tackled successfully yet, especially regarding the transferability of the method across regions and ease of understanding. We believe image fusion can provide an answer and blend modes are its most simple and comprehensible techniques. Below, we briefly present the techniques that we blended (combined, fused) into a combination-which we refer to as 'a visualization for archaeological topography'-that we argue meets the criteria described above.
Relief shading (also known as hillshading or shaded relief) provides the most 'natural', i.e., intuitively readable, visual impression of all techniques (Figure 7b ). The method developed by Yoëli [57] has become a standard feature in most GIS software. It is easy to compute and straightforward to interpret even by non-experts without training and is a wonderful exploratory technique. Direct illumination restricts the visualization in dark shades and brightly lit areas, where no or very little detail can be perceived. A single light beam also fails to reveal linear structures that lie along it, which can be problematic in some applications, especially in archaeology, or can completely change (inverse) the appearance of the landscape (i.e., false topographic perception).
An RGB composite image from hillshading in three directions overcomes these issues; because hillshadings from nearby angles are highly correlated, we advocate using consecutive angles of about 68 • (e.g., azimuth 315 • for red, 22.5 • for green, and 90 • for the blue band). The convexities and concavities, as well as orientations, are clearly and unambiguously depicted (Figures 6a and 7a) .
Slope severity (gradient) is the first derivative of a DEM and is aspect independent. It represents the maximum rate of change between each cell and its neighbors. If presented in an inverted grayscale (steep slopes are darker), slope severity retains a very plastic representation of morphology (Figure 7c ). However, additional information is needed to distinguish between positive/convex (e.g., banks) and negative/concave (e.g., ditches) features because slopes of the same gradient (regardless of rising or falling) are presented with the same color.
Sky-view factor (SVF) is a geophysical parameter that measures the portion of the sky visible from a certain point [13] . Locally flat terrain, ridges, and earthworks (e.g., building walls, cultivation ridges, burial mounds) which receive more illumination are highlighted and appear in light to white colors, while depressions (e.g., trenches, moats, plough furrows, mining pits) are dark because they receive less illumination (Figure 7g) .
Positive openness is a proxy for diffuse relief illumination [58] . Because it considers the whole sphere for calculation, the result is an image devoid of general topography-a kind of trend-removed image (Figure 7e) . It has the same valuable properties for visualization as sky-view factor with the added benefit of more pronounced local terrain features, although the visual impression of the general topography is lost.
All of the visualizations have proved their usefulness in archaeological interpretation in various environmental settings and at diverse scales, (see e.g., References [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] ) and were computed using the relief visualization toolbox (RVT) created by ZRC SAZU [27] . Because we strive to preserve comparability between different geographical areas, the visualizations are presented with a minimum-maximum histogram stretch, usually with a saturation of minimum, maximum, or both. The displayed range of values is given in Figure 1 .
Blend Modes
Blend modes (methods) in digital image editing and computer graphics determine how multiple image layers, one on top of another, are blended together (combined) into a single image. For blend modes to work, at least two layers (referred to as top and bottom or base layers) are needed, which can contain either two different images or the same image duplicated. Every blend mode is defined by an equation that takes values at coinciding pixels of top and bottom layer images as inputs to calculate the fused image. The blend mode is defined for the top layer. Finally, the opacity value controls translucency of the blended top image, allowing the bottom image to show through. The fundamental blend modes can be found in professional image editing software, but there is a lack of such functionality in GIS and remote sensing software. While QGIS supports some of the blend modes for display [34] , ArcGIS provides only the normal blend mode, which only controls opacity.
Stacking more than two image layers in our implementation follows the convention used in Photoshop [68] . When multiple layers and blend modes are stacked, the effects are applied in order from the bottom layer of the stack upwards. Changes made to the lower layers propagate up through the stack, changing outputs all the way to the final blended image on the top most layer [69] . Using as many layers as possible is not always very efficient nor desired, because information can be lost if too many layers are used, and the user will not be able to comprehend it.
Blend modes are categorized into six groups, according to the type of effect they exert on the images: We describe five blend modes that we consider the most useful based on our experiences, one from each group (with the exception of the comparative group). We suggest pre-determined blend modes based on their theoretical performance with selected visualizations and our experiments. We hope that additional combinations will arise through the work of the research community following the publication of this article, as we recognize the need for critique and development in this field.
In equations that describe selected blend modes in following Sections, the letter A refers to the image on the top layer, while B refers to the image on the bottom layer. Before calculating blends with RGB images, the color values are normalized to fit onto the interval 0.0-1.0, where black corresponds to 0.0 and white to 1.0. We have implemented these blend modes in version 2.0 of relief visualization toolbox where they can be applied directly to the computed visualizations. Normal (normal group) is the default mode, where no special blending takes place-it keeps the top layer and hides the bottom layer (Figure 6c ). The only effect achieved is by changing the opacity value of the top layer so that the bottom layer can be seen through (Equations (1) and (2)).
Opacity defines the "strength" of blending-to what degree the blend mode is considered. The lower the opacity, the more we allow the bottom layer to uniformly show through. When the top layer is fully opaque, the bottom layer is invisible (Figure 6b,c) . It can be used in combination with any blend mode but is always applied after a blend result is calculated. Thus, when applying opacity there is already a blended image on the top layer while the bottom layer remains unchanged. The generalized opacity Equation (3), which we implemented for use with each of the blend modes described in this paper, is:
Screen (lighten group) treats every color channel separately, multiplies the inverse values of the top and bottom layer and, in a last step, inverts the product (Figure 6d ). The result is always a lighter image. Screening with black leaves the color unchanged, while screening with white produces white. The Equation (4) is commutative, so switching the top and bottom layer order does not affect the result.
Screen(A, B) =
Multiply (darken group) is the opposite of screen. Multiply treats every color channel separately and multiplies the bottom layer with the top layer (Figure 6e ). The result is always a darker image; the effect is similar to drawing on an image with marker pens. Multiplying any color with black produces black and multiplying any color with white keeps the color unchanged. The Equation (5) is commutative.
Multiply(A, B) =
Overlay (contrast group) combines multiply and screen blend modes to increase the contrast (Figure 6f ). Overlay determines if the bottom layer color is brighter or darker than 50% gray, then applies multiply to darker colors and screen to lighter, thus preserving the highlights as well as shadows. The Equation (6) is non-commutative, meaning the layer order influences the result.
Luminosity blend mode (color group) keeps the luminance (the perceived brightness based on the spectral sensitivity of a human eye) of the top layer and blends it with hue and saturation components of the bottom layer [69] . This results in colors of the underlying layer replacing the colors on the top layer, while shadows and texture of the top layer stay the same (Figure 6g ). Contrary to the blend modes we described so far, luminosity is not obtained by a straightforward pixel-wise calculation. The complete luminosity algorithm we implemented follows the methodology described in Adobe specification [70] (pp. 326-328) and is composed of several equations. Its core calculation is in the luminance Equation (7) where A red , A green , and A blue are the red, green, and blue channel in the RGB color space.
Luminance(A) = 0.3 · A red + 0.59 · A green + 0.11 · A blue (7) Remote Sens. 2019, 10, x; doi: FOR PEER REVIEW www.mdpi.com/journal/remotesensing A detail of Chactún south-eastern group is shown with (a) an RGB composite of hillshadings from three directions, (b) shaded relief, (c) slope, (e) positive openness, (g) sky-view factor. The latter three are consecutively added to (blended with) the (b), (d) and (f) in the right column to form the final combination (h). The (c) blends hillshading with slope using luminosity blend mode with 50% opacity, the (f) adds openness using overlay with 50% opacity, and the (h) adds sky-view factor using multiply with 25% opacity. The result of combining (a) as a base layer is shown in Figure 9d . A detail of Chactún south-eastern group is shown with (a) an RGB composite of hillshadings from three directions, (b) shaded relief, (c) slope, (e) positive openness, (g) sky-view factor. The latter three are consecutively added to (blended with) the (b), (d) and (f) in the right column to form the final combination (h). The (c) blends hillshading with slope using luminosity blend mode with 50% opacity, the (f) adds openness using overlay with 50% opacity, and the (h) adds sky-view factor using multiply with 25% opacity. The result of combining (a) as a base layer is shown in Figure 9d. 
Results
Effect of Blend Modes on Visualizations
The aim of using blend modes with DEM visualizations is to visually enhance the existing images and to improve visibility of various topographic structures. Blending different visualizations together combines distinct topographical features emphasized on individual images. Depending on what visual features we want to enhance, we need to select relevant visualizations and appropriate blend modes to achieve the desired result. The ability of some of the most frequently used grayscale visualizations to capture small-and micro-relief, as well as the type of topographical features that are highlighted or shadowed on each particular visualization, is described in Table 1 . It is important to keep highlighting and shadowing in mind when considering how different blend modes affect lighter and darker tones. The effect of blend modes on combining a color image (the RGB composite of hillshading from three directions) and a grayscale image of rectangles ranging from black to white is shown in Figure 6 . The following descriptions in this subSection are based on theoretical knowledge of blend modes and visualizations. Normal blend mode is the most intuitive and straightforward because only uniform transparency takes effect with changing opacity. Screen renders black transparent, which means it is ideal to make darker colors disappear and to keep the whites. Multiply makes white transparent and is thus the most suitable choice to make lighter colors disappear while keeping the darker colors. Overlay makes 50% gray transparent, amplifying the contrast as a result. This is especially useful for improving the readability of images with subtle nuances. Luminosity works on color components of the images. It blends the luminance (a grayscale representation) of the top layer image, with the color (saturation and hue) from the bottom layer image. This is why luminosity only functions when a color image, e.g., hillshading from multiple directions or a composite of a principal components analysis, is used as a bottom layer, otherwise the result is the same as in blending with the normal blend mode. A color or monochromatic image can be used as the top layer. Because monochrome images do not have hue and saturation components, the luminance of a monochrome image is the monochrome image itself.
Opacity can be adjusted for any of the blend modes. The lower the opacity, the more transparent the result of blending will be. What shows through the transparent blend is the image from the bottom of the two layers. If blending multiple layers, merging is consecutive from the bottom layer to the top one. Therefore, the order of layers, not just the images and blend modes by themselves, greatly affects the final result of blending. This is because applying blend modes and opacity to a stack of layers propagate through the whole stack and because certain blend mode calculations are non-commutative (normal, overlay, luminosity).
Blending can also be used to enhance a single visualization, producing a so-called self-blend, but will have no effect when luminosity or normal blend mode is used. While screen, multiply, and overlay self-blends will either lighten or darken parts of the image, similar effects can be achieved with a histogram stretch applied to the original visualization.
The histogram stretch and saturation of minimum and maximum values (i.e., clipping) are useful to fine-tune individual visualizations. In this way, we can manipulate the visual effect to increase the visibility of the features we want to emphasize. For example, to improve the contrast we use a linear histogram stretch with clipping the minimum and maximum value of positive openness. The minimum cut-off was set at an angle of 75 • , a value up to which all (smaller) values are represented with black. Similarly, the maximum cut-off was set at an angle of 92 • , a point above which all values are represented with white (Figure 1) . Angles between minimum and maximum cut-off values are assigned darker to lighter gray tones.
Histogram stretch methods, other than linear stretch, e.g., standard deviation, equalization, and Gaussian, distort relative relations among values. These can be used to enhance detectability of unknown features and further increase visibility of known ones, because they become more pronounced, but it ruins the comparability of features between different areas. A feature of the same physical characteristics can be displayed completely differently depending on the type of terrain, position, orientation etc. This is also true if clipping uses percentage rather than absolute minimum and maximum thresholds.
Visualization for Archaeological Topography
We can now use the knowledge on how blend modes affect the color and tone of images to blend various visualizations described in Section 3.2 into a single combined visualization that retains the advantages of individual technique-the visualization for archaeological topography. The whole process of building the combined visualization is sketched in Figure 1 , while Figure 7 shows the results of individual steps. Visualization for archaeological topography can have a hillshading or an RGB composite of hillshadings as a base layer, with preference for the former, while the other layers and blend modes are predetermined. We propose different calculation settings for 'normal' (complex) and very flat terrain (see discussion Section). We have selected the visualization methods based on their complementary positive characteristics, and the specific blending modes because they amplify these particular characteristics. They also work uniformly with varied data and the visualizations of different areas are therefore directly comparable.
Hillshading and the RGB composite of hillshading from three directions are a good base layer (bottom image) because they give a sense of general topography and are very intuitive to read. To provide a more plastic feel to the image, i.e., a more "three-dimensional" impression, we blend hillshading with slope, using luminosity with 50% opacity (Figure 7d ). As described above, luminosity only has an effect if the bottom layer has colors (e.g., as in Figures 6g and 10) , but is the same as normal blend mode if the bottom layer is monochromatic (e.g., as in Figures 7 and 9 ). The clipping of maximum values for slope depends on the type of terrain and structures of interest. For very flat terrain it should be lower (e.g., about 15 • ) while it should be higher for steep or complex terrain (e.g., about 60 • ). In our case, the terrain is neither very complex nor steep, but we had to set the maximum value to 55 • nevertheless, because of high and steep pyramidal structures that would otherwise appear completely black. It is impossible to set strict general threshold values for minimum and maximum, because such diversities exist in almost every image (i.e., a larger study area). Kokalj and Hesse [18] (pp. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] give guidelines for various visualization methods and terrain types. Similarly, the threshold values for opacity are arbitrary and depend on the terrain type, structures we want to highlight, and the overall desired effect. We defined the opacity thresholds for individual layers based on our own research and experience. We observed the effect of different opacity settings in increments of 25% and found that proposed numbers give good results.
In the next step, we focus on emphasizing the small-scale structures. Among the suitable visualization techniques are, for example, positive and negative openness, multiscale integral invariants, local dominance, local relief model, and Laplacian-of-Gaussian. We chose the first because it is easy to interpret and is complementary to sky-view factor in that it shows depressions as dark and exposed areas as bright. Another reason is that the most demanding part of the computation code for positive openness is the same as for sky-view factor; therefore, the calculation takes minimal additional time. Adding positive openness with 50% opaque overlay improves the contrast of the image by highlighting the small convexities (e.g., small ridges, edges, banks, peaks) and shadowing concavities (e.g., channels, ditches, holes), thus increasing the prominence of minute relief roughness (Figure 7f) . Because openness is a trend removal method, the sense of general topography is completely lost and to some degree this effect is reflected in the combined image. Blending sky-view factor with 25% opaque multiply recovers some perception of the larger geomorphological forms as well as further enhancing the visibility of micro topography (Figure 7h) . Figure 8 shows applicability of the visualization for diverse archaeological and natural features and the environment they are a part of. The features are of varied scale, height, orientation, and form, they are convex and concave, and sit on terrain that ranges from extremely flat to very steep. The ALS data has been collected either intentionally to study these forms or as a part of a national (or regional) campaign, and therefore varies in scanning density and processing quality.
The calculation of the visualization for archaeological topography as well as blending of other visualization methods with the described blend modes is supported in the new version of Relief Visualization Toolbox [27] . 
Discussion
Slope, openness, and sky-view factor are all direction independent, which means they highlight structures irrespective of their orientation. This also means that, in contrast to shading techniques based on directional illumination such as hillshading, features visualized by slope, openness, and sky-view factor do not contain any horizontal displacements. The selected visualization techniques also do not introduce artificial artifacts (e.g., non-existent ditches). Figure 9 shows that details, such as edges of the looting trenches in the buildings at the center and center left, are clearly recognizable on all four combinations. Whereas with normal blending more detail can be observed on the very steep, south-eastern slopes of pyramidal structures, the overall image appears flat ( Figure 9 , left column). Normal blending gives a big preference to the top layers over the lower ones (with the same opacity settings); therefore, because the effect of hillshading is almost lost, little perception of general topography remains. This is not desirable for interpretation; hence, the loss of detail on the sides of the largest and steepest pyramidal structures on the visualization for archaeological topography was intentional. The effect can be reduced by setting different saturation (clipping) thresholds. Blending with normal blend mode in an alternative order gives preference to other layers, but the key point here is that compromises have to be made on the visibility of certain layers (visualizations) and thus their useful characteristics. This is even more evident when we want to preserve colors, e.g., from hillshading from different directions. The normal blend mode does not preserve colors, because they are reduced to various extent regardless of the order and opacity setting (Figure 9c ). The visualization for archaeological topography shows slopes with various orientations in distinct colors (Figure 9d ). Figure 10a demonstrates the color of slopes of various orientation on a round, sharp-edged, shallow depression (top) and protrusion (bottom). The colors for slopes facing different directions are: N-green-yellow; NE-cyan; E-light blue; SE-dark blue, S-violet, SW-dark red; W-light red; NW-orange. It is important that the colors remain the same across different datasets and locations if comparability is required.
Slope, openness, and sky-view factor are all direction independent, which means they highlight structures irrespective of their orientation. This also means that, in contrast to shading techniques based on directional illumination such as hillshading, features visualized by slope, openness, and sky-view factor do not contain any horizontal displacements. The selected visualization techniques also do not introduce artificial artifacts (e.g., non-existent ditches). Figure 9 shows that details, such as edges of the looting trenches in the buildings at the center and center left, are clearly recognizable on all four combinations. Whereas with normal blending more detail can be observed on the very steep, south-eastern slopes of pyramidal structures, the overall image appears flat ( Figure 9 , left column). Normal blending gives a big preference to the top layers over the lower ones (with the same opacity settings); therefore, because the effect of hillshading is almost lost, little perception of general topography remains. This is not desirable for interpretation; hence, the loss of detail on the sides of the largest and steepest pyramidal structures on the visualization for archaeological topography was intentional. The effect can be reduced by setting different saturation (clipping) thresholds. Blending with normal blend mode in an alternative order gives preference to other layers, but the key point here is that compromises have to be made on the visibility of certain layers (visualizations) and thus their useful characteristics. This is even more evident when we want to preserve colors, e.g., from hillshading from different directions. The normal blend mode does not preserve colors, because they are reduced to various extent regardless of the order and opacity setting (Figure 9c ). The visualization for archaeological topography shows slopes with various orientations in distinct colors (Figure 9d ). Figure 10a demonstrates the color of slopes of various orientation on a round, sharp-edged, shallow depression (top) and protrusion (bottom). The Good representation of color is important because it provides a new visual dimension. Using color hue to display quantitative data is discouraged, because it can be misleading or difficult to discern (see e.g., Reference [16] ). Using color lightness (luminance) is more appropriate to display such data [3, 74] . Despite this, we argue that color hue can be used for detection when the interpretation is not dependent on the exact quantitative value (e.g., azimuth of slope 85°; elevation 235 m a.m.s.l.), but rather provides a clue to the approximate value or difference (e.g., eastern slope; low elevation). Other base layers that provide color can be used in different combinations of visualizations. Examples include elevation, height of trees, water drainage, multiscale topographic position, [75, 76] etc. Good representation of color is important because it provides a new visual dimension. Using color hue to display quantitative data is discouraged, because it can be misleading or difficult to discern (see e.g., Reference [16] ). Using color lightness (luminance) is more appropriate to display such data [3, 74] . Despite this, we argue that color hue can be used for detection when the interpretation is not dependent on the exact quantitative value (e.g., azimuth of slope 85 • ; elevation 235 m a.m.s.l.), but rather provides a clue to the approximate value or difference (e.g., eastern slope; low elevation). Other base layers that provide color can be used in different combinations of visualizations. Examples include elevation, height of trees, water drainage, multiscale topographic position, [75, 76] etc.
Even something as simple as the use of color can be an argument that supports the need for more generally accepted (and used) conventions for the sake of accuracy and comparability. What is often overlooked when visualizing any scientific data is that carefully selected, perceptually appropriate color maps lead to substantially fewer mistakes in analysis and interpretation [5] . Many color maps are inappropriate for scientific visualizations [77] due to confusing luminosity intensities (e.g., non-sequential luminosity for sequential data), introduction of false borders or artifacts in the data, or disregard for colorblind viewers. One of the biggest such offenders is the rainbow color map, which is still widely used, despite being perceptually unsuitable [3] . Scientists and professionals that are aware of its disadvantages still use it due to simplicity and inertia (the rainbow color map is often the default setting in software), as well as for aesthetic reasons [10, 78] . A study by Borkin [5] revealed that even the scientists who claim to have adapted to reading the rainbow map still perform diagnostic tasks significantly worse when relying on the rainbow map instead of perceptually suitable color maps.
However, presuming a suitable color map is selected, there is no definitive answer to the question of whether a color scale necessarily performs better than grayscale for terrain visualizations. The utility of a map comes from its ability to display the ridges, valleys, cusps, and other relevant features [79] and this is similar in historic landscape visualizations. While color palettes perform better in some of the studies [12, 28] , others show that the human eye luminance channel (grayscale presentation) processes shape and stereoscopic depth more effectively than the chromatic channels (color presentation) [79] . Hence, a grayscale visualization can be just as effective as, and less biased than, a color one.
Additional benefits of the combined visualization are that a single visualization conserves disk space and displays faster. This is especially important in the field where data is accessed with tablets and smart phones or even as hard-copy sheets.
The visualization for archaeological topography meets all of the criteria for a good visualization set in Section 3.2. Because it is based on slope, openness, and sky-view factor, small-scale features are clearly visible and no artificial artifacts are introduced. For the same reason it shows small topographic features in the same way irrespective of their orientation or shape, and therefore we can judge their height and amplitude. The visualization can be calculated from a raster elevation model, which is the most frequent distribution format of ALS data. The calculation takes less than 20 seconds per km 2 of 0.5 m resolution lidar data (Table 2) , depending on the size of the area to be calculated. This should not slow down the interpretation process, because it takes an individual longer to examine such an area. It is therefore suitable for small-scale studies as well as national deployment. For testing, we used a computer running Microsoft Windows 10 (64 bit) with 2.8 GHz Intel i7 processor and 20 GB of RAM. Not all RAM was used. Saturation of extreme values is completely customizable with manual setting of the minimum and maximum threshold values for each individual input visualization and a linear stretch is used for all. It is therefore possible to study the result at the entire range of values. We advise some saturation if readability in important areas is not impeded, because contrast makes identification of features easier. The visualization has been tested by experts and beginners, in the field and for desktop analysis of various archaeological features in diverse landscapes. It has been found very intuitive to interpret.
Banaszek et al. [80] report that to produce coherent standardized mapping result on a national scale, beginners in interpretation of remote sensing data would need additional training in reading the ALS derived visualizations, which would be simpler with a single visualization to consider.
A good visualization depends on the dataset and context. Because distribution of data values is shifted for each terrain type, visualizing them in exactly the same way might obscure important relief features. The visualization for archaeological topography with default settings (Figure 1 ) works well on most terrain types (Figure 8) , even on the extremely steep slopes of the Alps (Figure 5 ), but it fails to portray effectively some of the broader, very subtle features on very flat terrain (Figure 4b ). This can be avoided by changing the settings for sky-view factor and openness to include a wider area while disregarding the proximity, e.g., setting the search radius from 5 m to 10 m while disregarding the first 4 m of the neighborhood from the calculation. The histogram stretch has to be amended accordingly, in our case to 0 • -35 • for slope, 85 • -92 • for openness, and 0.95-1.00 for sky-view factor. In this way, subtle structures in flat terrain become more easily recognizable (Figure 4c) . A lower sun elevation angle for hillshading can further enhance visibility of such structures. This is an example of how a few different sets of visualization parameters could be used to fine-tune historic landscape visualization according to terrain type. We propose using a custom set of parameters at least for 'normal' (complex) and flat terrain. The extent to which these parameters can be fine-tuned and still constitute a standard custom set, remains to be investigated.
There is a question of the importance of using various visualization techniques and assessing their characteristics in view of ever more present computational approaches to detection of archaeological feature. The potential to find archaeological traces, and in future possibly classify them, with methods such as deep learning is increasingly accepted by the archaeological community (see e.g., References [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] . Despite this, or because of this, we believe there are still two fundamental benefits of having the best possible visualization for visual inspection: -Deep learning requires a database of a large number of known and verified archaeological sites as learning samples-in the first instance these still have to come from visual interpretation and field observation; -Large-scale results of deep learning have to be verified and the most straightforward 'first check' is visual inspection.
Conclusions
Combining results of various visualization techniques in a meaningful and deliberate way builds upon their strengths. Not only can we play with different histogram stretches and color tables, but also vary the degree of transparency and mathematical operations to combine layers. The word 'play' was deliberately left out of brackets in the sentence above, as we know that the process of creating an expressive visualization is indeed as much art as it is a technical outcome.
The process involves many decisions that all have an important effect on the final appearance of the visualization. The choice of visualizations, their individual computation settings, the type of histogram stretch, saturation of minimum and maximum values, blending methods, order of blending, and opacity settings have to be documented. Replicating the appearance is only possible if this information is stored in an accessible way or printed with the combined visualization. The archaeological mapping results equipped with such information can in future be assessed according to their confidence.
Having a single combined visualization to consider has advantages as well as potential pitfalls. The more important benefits are better representation of structures in a larger range of terrain types, conservation of disk space, and faster display. Using a single visualization that conserves the location of edges as well as relative perception of the height of archaeological structures can help with comparison of mapping results across environmental and archaeological areas. There is a risk that using a single visualization might miss potentially important traces in the landscape, as has been the case with other visualization techniques. However, combining specific positive characteristics of more methods into a single image reduces this risk more than hoping time-pressed practitioners and scientists would consider using more than one or two visualizations in their quest to map larger areas. The visualization for archaeological topography that we constructed and presented in this paper has already been used for pedestrian surveys in various environments, from semi-deciduous tropical forests of Mexico to the largely open heather and scrub ground of western Scotland and the Mediterranean karstic rough terrain. It has been deemed practical and informative. Its benefits are: -It highlights the small-scale structures and is intuitive to read, -It does not introduce artificial artifacts, -It preserves the colors of the base layer well, -
The visual extent and shape of recorded features are not altered, -It shows small topographic features in the same way irrespective of their orientation or shape, allowing us to judge their height and amplitude -Results from different areas are comparable, -
The calculation is fast and does not slow down the mapping process.
Thorough experimentation involving control tests with multiple observers, areas, and diverse visualizations, although much needed, has not been done in this study. Controlled testing of the different effectiveness of various visualizations in respect of time needed for interpretation and agreement between different observers' interpretations requires a huge experiment that has to be set up by the archaeological community involved in interpretation of ALS data. This issue has been evident more than a decade, but only a few experiments have been done so far, e.g., by Filzwieser et al. [32] and Banaszek et al. [80] . More generally, there is a notable lack of accountability and explicit documentation of processes in many projects and this lack of information about how archaeological interpretation and mapping are progressed is undesirable for wider comparability and reliable research outputs [86] . Therefore, there is a need to develop explicit protocols for more clarity about object identification/mapping process, including the categorization of the reliability of data and findings. In presenting our protocols for blended visualizations, and implementing them through our RVT toolkit, we recognize that we are not solving this problem in this paper but present our approach to open up debate. 
